Acupuncture De Qi Sensations Now
Quantifiable
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A major technology university has scientifically measured
unique brain responses to manual acupuncture stimulation. De
qi, sensations induced by specific manual needle stimulation
techniques, is posited as having therapeutic effects within the
Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) system and was the
focus of the study. De qi is a combination of bodily sensations
induced by acupuncture needling techniques combined with
physiological responses to the stimulation. The researchers
note that de qi sensation is often described as dull, heavy,
deep pressure, pulling, numb, aching, spreading, radiating,
electrical, refreshing, relieving and tingling.
In this new study conducted at the Huazhong University of Science and Technology,
researchers measured de qi’s relationship to changes in blood flow, tissue displacement,
myoelectricity and brain MRI signals. As a result, the research team notes that they have
demonstrated measurable and repeatable “intrinsic change(s) of (the) human body” induced by
de qi during acupuncture. The team added that the “study demonstrated that de qi elicited
significant response(s) to acupuncture in the specific brain regions….”
In a related study, researchers note that achieving de qi at acupuncture points elicits distinctly
different cortical responses than at non-acupuncture points. The researchers suggest that these
findings point to de qi having a different effect on the central nervous system dependent on the
acupuncture points chosen. Specific acupuncture points demonstrate a consistent and unique
ability to stimulate specific brain regions upon de qi stimulation. By contrast, non-acupuncture
points did not induce unique responses.
Another investigation of acupuncture connects modern research with the traditional inducement
of deqi. Researchers from the Beijing University of Chinese Medicine, Medimar International
Hospital and the European Foundation of TCM performed a meta-analysis of the medical
implications of de qi. The findings suggest a direct correlation between ancient acupuncture
techniques and improved positive patient outcomes.

These investigations connect ancient TCM teachings dating
back to the Nei Jing Su Wen with modern scientific findings.
Eliciting de qi responses was posited as having medically
beneficial effects over 1,000 years ago. Now, modern scientific
equipment allows researchers to test this theory. These initial
investigations show that de qi is linked to clinically positive
patient outcomes.
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